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Peace Castle Schlaining
Rochusplatz 1, 7461 Stadtschlaining
www.hotel-burg.co.at
Schlaining Castle with its beginnings in the
13th century belongs, without a doubt, to
the most impressive and best-preserved
castles in Austria. And it has a special feature that sets it apart from other fortifications: approx. 30 years ago, at the height of
the Cold War, a unique centre for peace
studies was established here, both for theoretical and practical studies – a meetingpoint for East and West in the shadow of
the Iron Curtain. Since 1983, the “Schlaining Peace Castle”, is considered an inter-

nationally renowned reference location for
non-violent conflict management. Experts
are trained up here or provided with further education to go on worldwide peace
missions for the UN. Since 2000, Schlaining
Castle has also incorporated the European Museum for Peace within its walls – a
significant contribution shedding light on
the history of war and peace, the causes
of war and peace movements as well as
the prevention of violent and creation of
peace.

Owner:
ÖSFK
Open:
Palm Sunday to 1 October
Tue–Sun 9am–5pm, Mon closed
Last entrance: 4pm
Admission:
E (adults/single): €7.30
GR (adults in groups, min. 10 p./seniors): €5.80
EM (pupils, students, trainees, disabled people,
unemployed people, teens under 18 y.): €4.40
S (pupils with class): €3.00
F (families and children up to 16 y.): €13.00
CONTACT:
Friedensburg Schlaining
Rochusplatz 1
7461 Stadtschlaining
Tel.: +43 (0)3355 2600
E-mail: museum-buero@aspr.ac.at
Location:
by car: from Vienna Wien: A2 exit Pinggau-Friedberg; Bad Tatzmannsdorf; Stadtschlaining
from Graz: A2 exit Lafnitztal; Oberwart; Stadtschlaining
by bus: from Vienna: Oberwart; Stadtschlaining,
Südburg (Oberwart), Tel.: 03352 38974-0
Dr. Richard (Vienna) Tel.: 01 33100
from Graz: Oberwart; Stadtschlaining, national
coach information Tel.: 05 1717
timetable information www.oebb.at
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